Fuelled by internet-driven global connectedness, social media, television shows such as *Miami Ink* and the quest for individuality, a growing proportion of the global population is acquiring tattoos. As tattooing is increasingly being perceived as an art form, more celebrities are obtaining tattoos and tattoo artists are becoming celebrities in their own right. Consequently, the demographics of people with tattoos are gradually changing. Tattoos are no longer the domain of sailors, gangsters and motorcyclists, but are being embraced by wider cross-sections of society.[1-3] In 2016, it was estimated that 14% of the US population had tattoos, rising to 40% among those aged 26 - 40 years. However, 17% of tattooed individuals regretted having a tattoo and 11% were either having it removed or already had it removed.[4] Unwanted tattoos pose obvious problems, such as financial costs of professional removal, incomplete removal and residual scarring. Other challenges of tattooed persons are often overlooked, and are inadequately or inappropriately managed by healthcare providers owing to lack of sufficient knowledge. These challenges include psychological sequelae, acute and chronic tattoo complications and effects of tattoos on diagnostic and therapeutic medical procedures. Another under-recognised problem is the need to help de-label and reintegrate reformed prisoners and gang members into society.[5] This requires more attention than it currently receives in South Africa (SA). Cosmetic tattooing after medical procedures such as a mastectomy is also underutilised.

Studies from 20 years ago suggest that healthcare practitioners had negative perceptions of tattooed persons seeking care.[6] However, prejudices that have historically been associated with tattoos are diminishing globally, as tattoos weave themselves into the popular culture. The previous and current effects of these prejudices on patient care and outcomes are unclear. As the prevalence of tattoos increases, it is inevitable that expertise will more often be sought from healthcare providers who may not be adequately informed. We hope that the CME article[7] will provide clinicians with a basic knowledge and understanding of tattoos to guide them in the management of those seeking tattoo-related advice, or be able to point them in the right direction. The article briefly summarises a wide range of topics on tattoos, ranging from classification, epidemiology, motivations to obtain a tattoo, process of tattooing, medical applications, complications, reasons for and methods of removal and a summary of the current legislative framework in SA.
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